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 full The history of Firefox as a project and as a product is unique: It was started by a small group of Mozilla developers to work
on what at that time was an unusual project: a completely new web browser. Among the staff of the project were two teenage
hackers. In the early days, this small team was simply known as the “Mozilla Development Group” (MDG). This is now the

official name of the original project. The community around Firefox has grown from then and it is still growing. But back then
the project was a closed community with very limited access. That is why the Mozilla Foundation was founded. In the

beginning, the Firefox team was under strict rules: they could use Mozilla’s resources, but they had to keep it all secret. Over the
years, things changed. The Mozilla Foundation expanded and the Mozilla team increased. They got more resources and a new

name: the Firefox project. The project was opened to all Mozilla developers. In the first years, Firefox had a very closed source
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policy. But that changed and in fact, the project has opened a lot since then. The project, like the web browser it creates, has
also changed. One change has been the release of Firefox. Today, Mozilla releases one browser per year, twice a year, on the

25th of April and the 24th of November. This makes the project more stable and therefore it can be released with less worries.
And most of the team now works on the project for the whole year, not just half a year. Firefox and people The number of

Firefox users is huge. More than 20% of all web-users are Firefox users. Firefox is, therefore, a good way to reach people, but
more importantly: the people using Firefox want more than just a web browser. The latest version of Firefox now contains lots

of extensions. Firefox is a free and open source browser. Anyone can create extensions. The team at Mozilla creates a new
extension every week. Every week. The best ones are put into the “Awesomebar”. This is where Mozilla lets you search the web,

your contacts and bookmarks and the Mozilla team have put in every cool and useful extension they can. But why are people
using the Firefox project? I don’t want to tell you to use the product, I just want to tell you why people use Firefox. The Web is

very bad and will only get worse. The Internet is filled 520fdb1ae7
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